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Abstract: Due to shortcomings of low accuracy and response
lag in various methods of the DC motor speed control, a
comparison between different methods of DC motor speed
control will be carried out. The Proportional Integral
Differential (PID) controller design and selection of various
Proportional, Integral and Differential control parameters
according to various system responses is proposed in this paper.
MATLABis
a
multi-paradigm
numerical
computing
environment and proprietary programming language. It allows
matrix manipulations, plotting of functions and data,
implementation of algorithms. An additional package, Simulink,
adds graphical multi-domain simulation and model-based
design for dynamic and embedded systems. We are using
Simulink to implement the Proportional Integral Differential
(PID) controller that can be used to control the speed of DC
motor and bring it at the desired speed. Pulse width Modulation
(PWM) is another technique which involves the use of the same
simulation software. Hardware implementation requires the use
of Infrared (IR) sensors and Arduino (open source platform for
building Electronic project) for measuring the Rotations per
minute (RPM) of the DC motor. Motor speed was measured
using three techniques and a further comparison between these
techniques is carried out according to the desired and control
speed.The applications of our research could be in conveyors,
turntables and others for which adjustable speed and constant
or low-speed torque are required. It also works well in dynamic
braking and reversing applications, which are common in many
industrial machines.
Index Terms: Matlab, Motor, IR(Infrared), PID (Proportional Integral Derivative), PWM (Pulse width modulation)
hysteresis, RPM (Rotations per minute), Simulink.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The reason to control the speed of the engine is to conquer
the issue in the industry like to maintain a strategic distance
from machines harms and to stay away from the moderate
ascent time and high overshoot. This is on account of when
the beginning voltage is high, it isn‟t
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reasonable for a machine as it can make machine harms.
In this way, a controller like PID is created to beat this
issue.
The PID controllers always have been broadly utilized
for control of speed in dc engine. In all strategies the speed
is controlled by monitoring the armature voltage, armature
present, terminal voltage and by control-ling the field
current of dc engine. Numerous experimental techniques
are utilized for tuning of the PID parameters like inherited
calculation, GSA calculation, ICA calculation, fluffy
tuning, microcontroller tuning and so forth the yield for the
speed control is gotten through the expansion of rotor shaft.
Speed regulator of dc engine was having an issue with
different information sources and controlling factors for
speed. Some of the methods which can be used to control
DC motor speed are:
Flux control method
Variable resistance in series with motor Voltage control
method Using IR sensor and Arduino
Using MATLAB and Simulink (PID controller)
Using PWM Hysteresis
Using Fuzzy logout of these, this paper will focus on
three techniques and compare their results. They include
IR sensor and Arduino method (hardware), PID
controller and PWM Hysteresis (software).
II. THEORY AND LITERATURE
SURVEY
Three techniques have been used to control the speed
of the DC motor, one involving a PID controller, other
involv-ing PWM hysteresis and hardware implementation
using IR sensor. We are going to discuss the theory related
to PID controller, PWM hysteresis and IR sensor.
A. PID Controller
A proportional integral subsidiary controller (PID
controller) is generally utilized as a part of mechanical
control frameworks. It is a bland control circle criticism
instrument and utilized as input controller. PID working
standard is that it figures blunder esteem from the handled
estimated esteem and the coveted reference point. Crafted
by the controller is to limit the blunder by changing in the
contributions of the framework. In the event that the
framework isn‟t plainly known at that point applying PID
controller give the best comes about in the event that it is
tuned legitimately by keeping parameters of the framework
as per the idea of the framework[1].
The PID estimation relies on three parameters which is
known as the corresponding, the indispensable and
subordinate part which is called P, I and D part. P decides
the response to current
blunder, I decides response
to the aggregate of as of
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late showed up blunders, D determines response as
indicated by the rate off blunder evolving. The aggregate of
each of the three sections contribute the control instrument,
for example, speed control of an engine in which P esteem
relies on current mistake, I on the gathering of past mistake
and D anticipate future blunder in light of the current rate
of progress. As subsidiary activity is touchy to commotion
so generally the controllers are PI controller instead of PID
as it is unrealistic a framework without aggravations. Vital
part makes a difference in the framework to reach onto its
objective esteem while P part increment overshoots. The P
expression takes the yield to corresponding of blunder
esteem. Its reaction can be balanced by increasing the
blunder by a consistent Kp which is called relative pick up.
In the event that relative pick up isextensive then it makes a
high overshoot which temperamental the framework, while
a little yield change influences a little control to activity.
The error constants that the PID helps in rectifying are
named as Kp, Kp and Kd.
B. PWM Hysteresis
Switch mode controllers are favored in applications like
audio power amplifiers, inverters and motors due to their
high efficiency and low system design cost. The active
components in a switching converter are controlled by
PWM signals applied to their gates. The duration for which
the switches remain on is determined by the duty cycle of
the Pulse Width Modulation signals, which in turn controls
the energy delivered to the load [2]. The major share of the
energy received by the load will be a function of the
modulation only if the switching frequency is ensured to be
much higher than the modulating signal frequency. The
major points of comparison between various modulation
schemes are switching losses, power supply utilization,
control linearity and harmonic content in the output.

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A.
PID controller
The figure 1 is the feedback system of working of the
PID controller and equation 1 explains how the three
constants Kp, Ki and Kdare involved in controlling the
speed of the motor.

The table gives the dependence of the characteristics of
the PID controller on the three constants. The controller of
the system given by C(s) is generated using the Matlab
code given in figure 2.

Fig. 1:- The feedback system of PID controller.

TABLE I
DEPENDANCE OF PID CONSTANTS
ON CHARACTERISTICS
Response Rise Time
Kp
Ki
Kd

Overshoot SettlingTime S-S Error

Decrease
Increase Small Change Decrease
Decrease
Increase
Increase
Eliminate
Small Change Decrease
Decrease
No Change

Fig. 2:- Calculation of transfer function.

Most noteworthy execution is accomplished with self oscillating simple modulators, which makes utilization of no
outer carrier signal. Self-oscillating modulators are also
called locked loop circuit with pick up and stage attributes
that guarantee a shut circle swaying. [3] The oscillation
begins consequently when the additional phase contribution
approaches -90. [4] Standard PWM modulators have
achievable open loop bandwidth in the scope of fs/10 or
fs/pi, where fs is the switch-ing frequency. In specific
applications, this requires a high changing recurrence to
give enough control circle transmission capacity to wanted
dynamic execution. Self oscillating mod-ulators have open
circle transmission capacity of the request of fs which
settles on it a perfect decision for applications requiring
astounding dynamic capacities.

Now, using the variable C(s), the loop transfer function
could be found and control of the speed of the motor
becomes possible. The step response is also displayed in
the graph of figure 3.
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Fig. 3:- Step Response of the PID Controller.
Matlab thus generates the transfer function and finds the
step response of the PID controller Now using Simulink the
speed control of the DC motor using PID controller is
implemented as shown in figure 4.
The Discrete PID controller is used to measure the Speed,
Torque and Voltage of the DC motor and then send it back
as feedback. The implementation of the speed block is
shown in figure 5. Using this feedback the difference
between the set speed and actual speed is slowly removed.

Fig 7:- Parameters for PID control after tuning
PID controller will analyze the error signal between
measured speed and desired speed and this error signal is
used to calculate the voltage required to command the
motor and there is modelling of sensor noise in
measurement channel And since the control system is
digital there is also modelling of A-D converter which has
sampling time of 0.02 sec using Zero order hold block The
sampling time of PID controller is same as A-D converter.
Fig 8 shows that when we have taken the output our
control system is not working properly as it is not
measuring speed properly with respect to desired speed.
Fig 9 shows that after tuning as it improves the
performance of our control system it is also tracking well
our measured speed with respect to our desired speed. But
it is still not good enough to be used in major applications.
At 200 RPM the motor speed turns out to be 100 RPM.

Fig 4:- Implementation of DC motor

Figure 8:- Desired speed VS Measured speed before tuning

Fig 5:-Implementation of Speed Block.

B. PWM Hysterisis
The results obtained in the Simulink Graph by following
this technique is This model simulates the speed and
current of dc motor using PWM hysteresis pulse width
modulation. The current band is defined and relay ensures
that the remains between upper and lower limit i.e.
Hysteresis current control.

Fig.6:- Parameters for PID Control before Tuning.
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Fig. 9:- Desired Speed Vs. Measured Speed after Tuning.

Fig 13:- Armature current

Fig 10:- Feedback Circuit of Speed Control using PWM
Hysterisis

Fig 14:- Actual speed

Fig 11:- Implementation of DC Motor.
The results obained in the Simulink Graph by following
this technique are shown in figures 12, 13 and 14.

As we can see that our controller is measuring speed of
dc motor precisely like set rpm=200 then actual rpm=195.

Fig 12:- Armature Voltage
Fig 15:- Set speed VS Actual speed
C. Arduino and IR Sensor (Hardware)
This is another way to measure rpm of dc motor and
maintain constant speed (rpm)
of dc motor through a given
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set point provided by the Arduino code.
It works similar to principle of encoder. When Dc motor
revolves, same point on it repetitively comes to unique
position after one revolution. But some time requires for it.
By estimating time (in second) between different positions
i.e. completing one transformation, we get time (second)
required to finish one turn. By taking reverse of the value
we achieve rps by multiplying by 60 we get rpm. Now IR
sensor is utilized to quantify the time distinction, it reflects
light accordingly enhance sensitivity of IR. That we will
display on LCD. After knowing the motor rpm now we can
manage the speed of the motor. We use motor driver for
this purpose. Arduino Code is required to fix the speed
because rpm of motor varies with respect to time set point
(speed isnt smooth). If load on motor increased motor rpm
will reduce, by measuring rpm, Arduino code will sense
changed rpm. Accordingly it will send the signal to make
changes in power supplied to Dc motor it compensate the
change RPM. Comparative thing happen if stack is
decreased. In this way a consistent RPM will be overseen
in any condition.
This circuit has a DC motor attached with the cardboard
disc with a slit. We have used IR sensor module and placed
it in front of the disc attached to the DC motor. The IR
sensor detects the change in intercepted Infrared values
while the disc is rotating along with the dc motor and
ultimately results in to an estimation (precise after each
iteration) of the current RPM of the DC motor. This RPM
value is also fed to themicrocontroller as a feedback.
Everytime the loop is run in the Arduino code the error
reduces, that is the difference between the set speed actual
speed decreases until it reaches saturation where the desired
speed cannot get any closer to the set speed.

Fig. 17:- Set RPM and Actual RPM displayed on the
LCD.
IV. RESULTS
The results of our experiment are tabulated in Table II
where obtained speeds and the desired speeds are tabulated
for each technique separately. It is observed from Table II
that upon using Hardware the obtained speed is 150
rotations per minute. The software simulations however
provide better results. On implementing PID Controller
using Simulink the obtained speed is 100 Rotations per
minute. PWM Hysteresis gives us a speed of 195 Rotations
per minute.
TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Technique Used Desired Speed (RPM)
Hardware
PID Controller
PWM Hysteresis

200
200
200

Actual Speed
(RPM)
150
100
195

V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 16:- Hardware Circuit to control the DC
Motor

The review of many research papers as well as
tremendous software (MATLAB, SIMULINK) and
hardware analysis has been carried out in the area of speed
control of dc motor to investigate and find out current
challenges and scope of work in the area. After the review,
the main issue was found that the speed control of dc motor
is a typical task. The solutionapproaches under particular
research paper were studied in depth and were analyzed on
the basis of various findings, which helped to understand
the strengths and weaknesses of the solution approaches.
Out of these issues, the study and implementation of speed
control method of dc motor via PID controller, PWM
hysteresis as well as using Arduino and IR sensor based
hardware protocol. Our paper concludes with the
comparison of error analysis of the speed measured using
these various techniques. The paper thus brings to you the
shortcomings of the various methods of speed control.
Table analysis of software, hardware implementations
shows PWM hysteresis as an ideal method for controlling
speed in dc motors with
least difference between
derived RPM and set RPM.
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The comparison also brings to light the various
disadvantages of the implemented methods and how they
can be rectified.
In the table by comparing the difference between the
desired RPM and set RPM, it is clearly seen that the
mostefficient way to control the speed is using PWM
Hysteresis since the deviation from the desired speed is the
least in this particular method. When IR sensor and
Arduino are used to control speed,the deviation comes out
to be 50 RPM. So it could be considered the next choice.
When PID controller is used the difference is nearly 100
RPM. So this would be the least favorable method. Our
further research could be based on implementing PWM
Hysteresis for hardware applications so that we could apply
the best technique to control DC motor speed.
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